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If you find yourself managing a needy employee, take these five steps so you can help them be productive—without counting on
you constantly for help.. Toddlers can be needy. Pets can certainly fit the bill. But what do you do when you have a high
maintenance or needy employee? First, take a deep breath.. How do you manage a needy employee who always needs direction
or reassurance? These seven savvy tips can help you set expectations for your employees.. Behavioral science shows that the
most talented people are often the most insecure.Here are four steps you can take to manage a team with an .... Keep your
sanity, and office productivity, at normal levels and use these five tips to help manage needy employees: Keep an open door..
The needy employee. She's always looking for positive responses, and heaven forbid you should criticize her. She might burst
into tears.

How to handle a needy employee. Ask what their previous manager was like. When you get burned, you don't forget it. Give
permission to fail. Your employee might be a perfectionist. Instill confidence in their role. Insecurity drives us. Make clear what
“good enough” is. Tell it straight. You might also enjoy reading…. William was a needy employee. He was sapping the life out
of his team, and something needed to happen. If hearing William's story hasn't conjured up the .... Set boundaries If employees
come to you outside of that time, ask them to come back during your office hours. This helps establish boundaries, and it forces
needy employees to make decisions on their own.. And then there's the employee who interrupts you all day long with
conversations and problems that have nothing to do with work. Meet the needy .... Most managers wish they could give their
team members more attention than they're able to. But when someone on your team seems to require more of your .... Here's
how to best manage high-maintenance team members. ... self-important, personality traits alone aren't indicators of a "needy"
employee.

An emotionally needy employee is a huge opportunity for an employer - help them and they may become a model employee
who's intensely loyal, either to their .... So what can they do when they have needy employees who eat up disproportionate
chunks of their time? You know the type—they ask you to .... When John Leslie came up under the tutelage of two master
technicians around 25 years ago, he was held to a strict standard. “They were .... How to Spot Them: Power Grabbers tend to get
into power struggles with their bosses. So they often act like they're managing you, instead of the other way around .... Set clear
emotional boundaries without being harsh, judgmental, or dismissive. Lastly, treat the needy person as if they are strong, not
fragile. If you give in to their behavior out of fear of hurting their feelings, you will only reinforce it. 2159db9b83 
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